INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Parts Included
• 2 Corner pieces • 1 Back bar (no inserts) • 1 Front bar with grey inserts •
• 2 #331 D-Rod loops • 2 #300 Flanges • 8 Wall screws • 2 Set screws •

Tools Needed
• Pencil • Drill • Measuring Tape •

1. Attach the bent corner rods to the straight rods by sliding on to the gray inserts on straight rods.
2. The large straight rod fits into the #331 D-Rod loops.
3. The looped portion of the #331 fits over the D-Rod corner pieces as shown.
4. The flanges attach to the wall (measure for proper distance).
5. The D-Rod assembly fits into flanges and is secured with set screws.
   **** To attach faucet assembly: use #336 Double eye loop (sold separately)****
6. The #336 double eye loop must be put on the desired side of the D-Rod before back straight rod is attached.
7. The riser for the faucet assembly will fit through the other opening in the #336.